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Reaching nearly $20b in revenue worldwide this year, the direct-to-consumer 
(DTC) market is expected to continue growing, with no signs of slowing down. In 
July of 2021, Digital Remedy, which provides data-driven advertising technology 
and services for marketers of all sizes across various verticals, partnered with 
Dynata, the world’s largest first-party data platform for insights, activation, and 
measurement, to field a survey targeting U.S. DTC marketers—with the goal of 
gaining a deeper understanding of the role that connected TV (CTV)/over-the-top 
(OTT) plays in their media mix, their expected ad spending for 1H 2022, and their 
priorities when choosing a media partner to execute OTT campaigns. 

If you have questions or comments regarding the data, please email 
marketing@digitalremedy.com, we’d love to hear from you.
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First Things First

CTV/OTT are two terms typically mentioned together and often confused. Let’s go over their definitions. 

The World of OTT

The bottom line:

• OTT refers to the type of content being viewed. When talking about OTT, you’re not specifying which 
devices are being used to do so.

• CTV refers to the internet-connected devices that are being used to view content. Mobile and desktop 
devices are not included under the term CTV.

Connected TV (CTV) | a television set that streams 
digital video via the internet through built-in 
internet capability or through another device. A 
traditional TV can easily become a connected TV 
through such things as gaming consoles such 
as Xbox, Playstation, and Nintendo, and internet-
connected devices such as Roku, Chromecast, 
Fire stick, and Apple TV. 

Over-The-Top (OTT) | delivery of film and TV 
content via the internet through an app or 
device onto a TV (or Desktop/Laptop, Tablet, or 
Smartphone), without requiring subscribing to 
traditional Pay TV services. OTT distinguishes 
premium television content from the vast 
world of online video where user-generated 
content is commonplace. 

Direct-to-Consumer (DTC) | refers to any brands selling their product directly to their end customers 
(typically through an online medium) without involving third-party retailers, wholesalers, or other middlemen. 

Streaming Services Examples

Devices Connected TVs (CTVs)

Smart TVs  Desktops Laptops

Smartphones Tablets Traditional TVs  

Streaming Devices

Game Consoles
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Nearly two-thirds of respondents leverage CTV/OTT insights to influence their linear strategies

Top Priorities

Key Findings

of DTC marketers who are not 
allocating any spending to CTV/OTT 
in 1H 2022 say they will spend on 
this media sometime in the future

of those who allocated 
budget to CTV/OTT in 
1H 2021 will spend more 
in 1H 2022 in this area 

of respondents believe advanced targeting 
capabilities is one of the best benefits of 
CTV/OTT as a DTC marketing channel

29% 43%

24%

Media Budget

Top Considerations 

In the next 12 months, key priorities for DTC marketers will be increasing brand 
awareness (31% rank this #1) and sales growth (another 31% rank this #1)

Offering brand lift measurement would have the most impact on 
convincing DTC marketers to increase their CTV/OTT budget (50%)
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Budget Allocation 

A Preview of How Direct-To-Consumer Marketers Plan to 
Spend Ad Dollars in the First Half of 2022

DTC + CTV/OTT Advantage Insights Report
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Budget Allocation

DTC marketers prioritize performance and ROI in their ad spending geared towards customer acquisition. 
According to our survey, the median media budget for DTC marketers in 1H 2022 will be $87.8k. Not 
surprising, search and social—DTC’s top channels—are expected to receive the largest share of 
ad dollars (25%), followed by print (15%), display (12%), mobile (11%), and CTV/OTT receiving 10%. 
Investment in CTV/OTT has been slow among DTC marketers, but is expected to pick up in the 
upcoming years. Incorporating CTV/OTT into the media mix broadens the scope of a brand’s digital 
strategy beyond social, to yet another relevant channel where consumers can interact with brand 
messaging. Leveraging a strategic combination of these channels can enable DTC marketers to nurture 
prospects, playing to the strengths of each medium.

Base: Respondents have a media budget and know what it is

Allocation of Media Dollars in 1H 2022

15%

9%

9%

1%

12%

11%

25%

10%

8%

- Print

- Digital Out-of-Home

- Digital Audio

- Display

- Mobile App

- Search & Social Media

- CTV/OTT

- Linear TV

- Other
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Base: Respondents have a media budget and know what it is

n=118 n=95n=45

Allocation of Media Dollars in 1H 2022 – By Size of Media Budget

Budget $50k - $99k Budget $100k+Budget <$50k

Among those planning to spend on CTV/OTT in 1H 2022, 43% plan to spend more and only 3% plan to 
spend less. Worth noting, among those with no allocation to CTV/OTT, no media budget, or don’t know their 
budget yet, three in ten (29%) do plan to spend on CTV/OTT sometime in the future. 

Nearly 50% of direct-to-consumer marketers who plan to spend more on CTV/OTT in 2022 say it will be 
the brand’s first time investing in the space. These marketers should seek out trusted media partners that 
have the experience, knowledge, and scale to help them navigate this new territory and make the most of 
their investment.

- Print - Digital Out-of-Home - Digital Audio - Display - Mobile App

- Search & Social Media - CTV/OTT - Linear TV - Other

20%
12%

12% 12%

19%

12%

20%

11%

11%

11%

14%
11%

11%

10% 10%

5%

12%

10%

31%

7%

6%

2% 1%

12%
9%

2%

7%

When broken out by budget size, spend becomes more evenly distributed across media types, as brands with 
larger budgets may have more flexibility with spending.
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Campaign Practices and Top 
Spend Motivators

A Look at What Capabilities Would Convince Direct-To-Consumer 
Marketers to Increase Investment in CTV/OTT 

DTC + CTV/OTT Advantage Insights Report
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Campaign Practices and Top Spend Motivators

While one-third of DTC marketers say they run more awareness-focused campaigns, nearly 40% have 
an even mix of awareness- and conversion-focused campaigns. Regardless of which type of campaign 
they run, DTC brands are laser-focused on marketing investments that can ultimately prove measurable 
results. New attribution capabilities on CTV/OTT provide DTC marketers with in-depth insights to prove 
the effectiveness of their campaign performance in driving outcomes—whether it’s site traffic or online 
purchases, account sign-ups or app downloads—while also providing the ability to measure lift in brand 
awareness, an important KPI. In terms of attribution, 37% of DTC marketers use a third-party partner/
platform to measure conversions, while 34% do so in-house. 16% do not measure conversions at all.

What would it take to convince DTC marketers who do not currently spend on CTV/OTT to make the 
move? Offering brand lift measurement would be the best motivator—with nearly half of respondents 
(47%) ranking it as a top offering that has the most impact on convincing them to increase their CTV/
OTT budget. Growing DTC brands that are focused on stimulating brand awareness among key consumers 
might be persuaded to spend more on CTV/OTT, especially if a media partner was able to provide 
measurement insights regarding their campaign.

Base= DTC Marketers, n=175 

Type of Campaigns Run

33%

5%

2%

37%

23%

- More awareness

- More conversion

- Even mix

- Don’t run these

- I don’t know
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Base= DTC Marketers, n=175; Multiple Responses; % of Respondents

Offerings That Would Convince Organization to Increase CTV/OTT Budget

Brand lift measurement 50%

Nothing would convince my organization to increase our OTT budget 11%

Real-time channel performance reporting 33%

Incremental lift measurement 35%

Full-funnel attribution 23%

Higher quality OTT inventory 38%

Custom KPIs 23%

Real-time optimization 37%

Other 1%
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Media Partner Preferences

Top Offerings That Direct-To-Consumer Marketers Look  
For in A Media Partner

DTC + CTV/OTT Advantage Insights Report
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Media Partner Preferences

Cost-effective pricing 79%

Ability to target multicultural audiences 66%

Scalable media execution options based on my organization’s needs 69%

Award-winning technology/platform 62%

Number of years in the ad tech industry 50%

Real-time, automated campaign reporting 72%

Re-targeting strategies (site visitor, social, look-a-like, CRM, and search) 63%

Human-based account management and client services 67%

Incremental measurement 60%

Platform agnostic/Not favoring specific channels 43%

Easy-to-use, customizable campaign dashboard 78%

Exportable, customizable reporting presentations 64%

Seamless software integration with current data and processes 68%

Well-known, recognized brand 62%

Direct access to premiere OTT publishers 47%

Real-time, campaign optimization based on goals/KPIs 72%

Anti-fraud technology used 63%

Privacy-compliant audience targeting tactics 67%

Survey-based, brand lift measurement 58%

Low-funnel attribution 42%

With more brands entering the direct-to-consumer space every day, it has become more important than 
ever for DTC companies to be creative, unique, and engaging with their ads in order to stand out. Equally 
important is the media execution partner(s) that DTC marketers choose to work with. DTC marketers require 
a specific set of pre-, mid-, and post-campaign capabilities to effectively drive results among consumers and 
truly understand the real impact of their advertising efforts. 

DTC marketers’ priorities focus on cost and convenience—the two most important attributes of an CTV/OTT 
media partner being cost-effective pricing and access to an easy-to-use, customizable campaign dashboard. 
Increasingly pressured to deliver bottom-funnel results, brands in this space justifiably want to make the most 
of their media investment and seek out opportunities to streamline their media planning. This is especially 
apparent among those that lack the large budget and resources that more established DTC brands have.

Importance of Attributes of an CTV/OTT Media Partner
Base = Do Not Measure Conversions Across CTV/OTT Internal; Scale 1-5, 5=Very Important; Showing Top 2 Ratings, 4+5

n=116
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When asked about their satisfaction in their current partnerships, only half say they’re satisfied with their 
current partner’s access to premier OTT publishers (51%), seamless software integration with current data and 
processes (52%), and low-funnel attribution (54%). Respondents also listed real-time, automated campaign 
reporting and optimization as very important attributes to their media strategies, yet say current partners are 
not delivering this in a satisfactory way. 

Cost-effective pricing

68%

Ability to target multicultural audiences

62%

Scalable media execution options based on my organization’s needs

62%

Award-winning technology/platform

58%

Number of years in the ad tech industry 54%

Real-time, automated campaign reporting

65%Re-targeting strategies (site visitor, social, look-a-like, CRM, and search)

61%

Human-based account management and client services

62%

Incremental measurement

56%

Platform agnostic/Not favoring specific channels

52%

Easy-to-use, customizable campaign dashboard

66%

Exportable, customizable reporting presentations

61%

Seamless software integration with current data and processes

62%

Well-known, recognized brand

56%

Direct access to premiere OTT publishers

54%

Real-time, campaign optimization based on goals/KPIs

63%

Anti-fraud technology used

59%

Privacy-compliant audience targeting tactics

62%

Survey-based, brand lift measurement

55%

Low-funnel attribution

51%

Satisfaction with Attributes of an CTV/OTT Media Partner
Base = Do Not Measure Conversions Across CTV/OTT Internal; Scale 1-5, 5=Very Important; Showing Top 2 Ratings, 4+5

n=109
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OTT Measurement 
& Reporting

The Increasingly Important Role of Attribution and 
Brand Lift Measurement in DTC Campaigns

DTC + CTV/OTT Advantage Insights Report
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OTT Measurement & Reporting

Digital marketers face growing pressure to identify the channels and tactics that generate the most value 
for a business’ bottom line. Much more than just a branding and awareness play, CTV/OTT is a complete 
performance channel that offers scale, measurability, and data-driven targeting. In fact, it has become a 
crucial part of DTC marketers’ overall media approach. Nearly two-thirds leverage CTV/OTT insights 
to influence linear strategies. CTV/OTT attribution reporting provides campaign metrics beyond just 
impressions and verified video completion rates (VCR). It proves added value through actions taken—such as 
site visits, site purchases, and in-store visits—closing the loop in viewer conversions. Many DTC marketers are 
unfamiliar with growing measurement metrics and reporting capabilities in OTT:

Incrementality measures the lift in desired outcome that a specific media channel brings in the campaign 
results above native demand—the increase in leads, sales, and other key performance indicators (KPIs) gained 
that would not have occurred without certain marketing efforts. Incrementality isn’t about assigning credit 
to a conversion; it’s about identifying the interaction that moves a user from passive to active. Whichever 
interaction influences an actual outcome is identified as incremental. Incrementality is a way to measure 
an event that wouldn’t have occurred without a specific interaction, such as an ad view, that resulted in the 
desired outcome, such as a conversion. By testing different influencing factors, advertisers can gain true 
insight into the value of their ad dollars. 

For more information, check out our recent Trends Report on the movement towards incrementality.

are not familiar with brand 
lift measurement

are not familiar with 
incrementality measurement42% 48%

https://f.hubspotusercontent00.net/hubfs/7228852/Trends%20Newsletter/Incrementality_Trends.pdf
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Why Connected TV & OTT Are the New Customer Acquisition 
Channels for DTC Brands

DTC + CTV/OTT Advantage Insights Report
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The Direct-to-Consumer + CTV/OTT Advantage

The potential of CTV/OTT is undeniable. These channels offer the perfect lean-in ad environment for DTC 
marketers looking to effectively reach and resonate with consumers at the right time, in the right place, in the 
right mindset. Enabling advanced targeting/direct access to the consumer (24%) is considered to be one of 
the best benefits of CTV/OTT as a DTC marketing channel. Segments with larger media budgets are even 
more likely to identify advanced targeting as a significant benefit.

Quality advertising

Real-time access

Increase revenue/income/better sales

Can lead to more business development

Increase brand awareness/exposure/better to attract customers

A great tool for marketing

Convenient/makes work of advertising easier

Don’t know/not sure

Cost effective/reduce cost/affordable

Data transparency/provides more accurate data/useful information

Enables advanced targeting/direct access to the customer

Media Budget Total None
$1k –
$49k

$50k –
$99k

$100k+

Offers a variety of media content

Able to reach a larger audience/reaches more people

34%

2%

6%

6%

6%

4%

0%

24%

2%

6%

4%

12%

0%

4%

24%

3%

5%

8%

7%

3%

3%

19%

3%

4%

13%

7%

3%

3%

20%

0%

0%

0%

5%

0%

0%

20%

5%

5%

45%

5%

5%

5%

9%

0%

12%

9%

6%

9%

0%

6%

0%

6%

21%

6%

3%

0%

25%

6%

3%

11%

8%

1%

8%

21%

6%

3%

7%

4%

4%

3%

Other

Best Feature / Benefits of CTV/OTT Advertising as a DTC Marketing Channel
Base = DTC Marketer; Summarized from Open-Ended Responses; Showing Responses n=5 or More
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In addition to precise audience targeting, CTV/OTT provides:

By adding this new channel to their media mix, DTC brands have an unprecedented opportunity to target 
new audiences in new ways—and to do so ahead of competitors who aren’t as ad-tech-savvy.

As we quickly approach the end of 2021, there’s a lot of business at stake. While 35% of DTC marketers 
say CPMs are higher this year than they were in 2020, 35% say that return-on-investment (ROI) is higher in 
2021. Consumers are ready to make purchases. According to McKinsey, consumers’ pent-up demand and 
willingness to spend in some discretionary categories caused spending in Q2 2021 to grow at 20%-30% year 
over year, reaching 4%-7% above pre-COVID-19 levels. CTV offers the ability to measure online and offline 
conversions to understand the true impact of campaigns, taking the guesswork out of attributing ROI.

DTC marketers who are not spending on CTV/OTT, run the risk of missing out on connecting with valuable 
customers where they are consuming media most. Roughly 70% of DTC consumers say they spend more 
time watching streaming TV each week than they spend on social media. These consumers reported 
spending approximately 13 hours watching streaming TV each week—a figure 20% higher than their reported 
consumption of traditional broadcasting. It’s clear: DTC brands need to adjust marketing efforts to stay in 
sync with media usage trends.

Better engagement / 
Non-skippable ads

Broad reach across multiple 
devices and screen sizes

Flexible ad insertion 
methods

Faster campaign activation 
lead time than linear TV

In-depth, real-time 
analysis and reporting 

Brand-safe ad 
environment

https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/marketing-and-sales/our-insights/survey-us-consumer-sentiment-during-the-coronavirus-crisis
https://radius-global.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/Emerging-Alliances-report.pdf
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Meet Flip, A CTV/OTT Solution 
From Digital Remedy

Overview of Flip Capabilities and How DTC Marketers Can Leverage The 
Platform to Maximize OTT Campaign Performance

20
DTC + CTV/OTT Advantage Insights Report
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Flip Performance CTV/OTT Platform

When Digital Remedy launched our Flip CTV/OTT platform in 2019, the ability to track conversions on one 
device driven by impressions on a separate device was a new and novel concept, however, attribution has 
become the standard and is now expected from media partners. In today's fragmented media landscape 
and increasingly competitive ad space, attribution is no longer enough. There is now a new barometer for 
measuring campaign success.

Flip provides brands access to a curated, 
premium inventory library, the ability to 
monitor campaigns via a best-in-class, a 
real-time, exportable reporting dashboard, 
and low-funnel tracking and optimization 
toward the KPIs that matter most. Flip 
allows DTC marketers to pinpoint exactly 
where actions are coming from by tracking 
impressions (aka ad views) to conversions 
(aka physical results), including site visits and 
purchases, form submissions, new account 
sign-ups, and more—optimizing campaigns 
in real time and providing a full picture of 
the customer journey unlike ever before.

Anti-Fraud Technology - Digital Remedy teamed up with MRC-accredited, Protected Media 
to offer seamlessly integrated verification & authentication technology to power our Flip 
solution. 

The Digital Remedy team has been rapidly adding new features and functionality to our Flip Platform, 
including the recent and upcoming introduction of: 

Multi-Methodology Attribution – Toggle between last touch, first touch, linear, or time 
decay attribution to see what’s driving the most leads, sales, installs, or visits.

Incremental Lift Analysis – 62% of DTC marketers are satisfied with their current media 
partner’s incremental measurement. Flip leverages ghost bidding to create holdouts, 
allowing us to measure which variables have the truest impact on your bottom line.

Real-Time Brand Lift – Only 56% of DTC marketers are satisfied with their current media 
partner’s survey-based brand lift measurement. Every Flip campaign includes Lucid survey-
based brand lift insights across awareness, recall, favorability, consideration, and intent, as a 
default, all within our real-time Flip dashboard. 

https://www.digitalremedy.com/ott-ctv/
https://www.protected.media/
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Leveraging the right OTT strategy across our Flip solution, DTC marketers can create a truly connected 
cross-channel ecosystem that moves the needle for their brand by using first-party data to target TV 
audiences with customized accuracy, reaching valuable audiences on their TV screens, then retargeting 
them across OTT, display, and more.

Whether you’re a DTC marketer just getting started in the CTV/OTT space or looking to take your 
current campaigns to the next level, Digital Remedy is here to help. For additional information, contact 
flip@digitalremedy.com or visit www.digitalremedy.com/flip. 

For the latest industry trends and insights, sign up to receive our monthly Trends newsletter delivered 
right to your inbox.

Request a Demo

FINALIST

Best Digital
Product Innovation

WINNER

Best New TV/Streaming 
Ad Sales Program 

or Product

FINALIST

Best Attribution
Tool

HIGHLY COMMENDED

Best Attribution
Solution

FINALIST

Best Digital
Product Innovation

WINNER

Best New TV/Streaming 
Ad Sales Program 

or Product

FINALIST

Best Attribution
Tool

HIGHLY COMMENDED

Best Attribution
Solution

FINALIST

Best Digital
Product Innovation

WINNER

Best New TV/Streaming 
Ad Sales Program 

or Product

FINALIST

Best Attribution
Tool

HIGHLY COMMENDED

Best Attribution
Solution

mailto:flip%40digitalremedy.com?subject=
mailto:http://www.digitalremedy.com/flip?subject=
https://share.hsforms.com/1M6MuT-oXSGaNYkgkdL9PRQ4axtg
https://share.hsforms.com/1MCqifP-6RGyZlFbo0bJw6g4axtg
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Methodology

The survey was conducted in August 2021 via Dynata’s online panel and targeted U.S.-based decision-makers 
at various-sized companies that sell products or services to consumers in some capacity. For complete 
survey methodology, please email marketing@digitalremedy.com. 

About Digital Remedy 

Digital Remedy is a leader in data-powered technology and services 
for marketers with a simple belief: create solutions that solve problems. 
Digital Remedy delivers advertisers, agencies, and brands the innovation, 
technology, and customer service they need to make the most of their 
online advertising endeavors. From media planning and execution, to 

campaign management and full-funnel attribution, Digital Remedy provides cross-channel efficiencies to 
solve any digital marketing challenge. Learn more at www.digitalremedy.com.

About Dynata

Dynata is the world’s largest first-party data and insights platform. With a  
reach that encompasses over 62 million consumers and business 
professionals globally, and an extensive library of individual profile attributes 
collected through surveys, Dynata is the cornerstone for precise, trustworthy, 

quality data. The company has built innovative data services and solutions around its robust first-party 
data offering to bring the voice of the customer to the entire marketing continuum – from strategy, 
innovation, and branding to advertising, measurement, and optimization. Dynata serves more than 
5,500 market research, media and advertising agencies, publishers, consulting and investment firms and 
corporate customers in North America, South America, Europe, and Asia-Pacific. Learn more at www.
dynata.com.

mailto:marketing%40digitalremedy.com?subject=
http://www.digitalremedy.com
http://www.dynata.com
http://www.dynata.com
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